au ms cannon at mem, knowing w<$I that there was no hope of reaching
them at that range,
Tftat cannonade, which seemed to shake the very island, filled the
hot sky with screaming sea-birds, and brought the Berber inhabitants
in flocks to discover what might be happening. But it also served to
warn Doria of the extent of Dragut's fortifications and of the might
and number of the guns of yhich he would have to run the ga? ntlet if
he should attempt to force the passage of ths straits.
The Imperial Admiral, however, had no thought of that. He was
proceeding exactly as Prospero had assumed. Already one of his
fastest triremes was spseding north to Naples for troops with which to
force the issue by a landing on Djerba should Dragut not come forth
meanwhile. And at the same time, in his impatience to repair any
damage his credit might have sustained in Imperial eyes, the Admiral
ventured to anticipate events in the report he sent the Emperor, by
announcing that Dragut-Reis was held fast and could already be
accounted taken and destroyed with all his fleet. To this splendid
piece of news he added a relation of the raid upon Mehedu. in terms
which, making an epic of it, were calculated to gild the fame of Andrea
Doria.
He could laugh at the roar of Dragut's guns as he might have
laughed at the puerile grimace of an ill-mannered urchin; but he
ordered his galleys to see to it that they kept themselves at a safe
distance from the shore
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So sang the rnueddin at sunrise reciting the Shehad from the poop
of Dragut's galleasse, and on the morning stillness the cry rang plain-
tively across the water. It awoke the line of anchored galleys to life
and brought the Faithful to prostrate themselves, their faces turned
towards Mecca. It disturbed a flock of sea-birds, and set therii circling
and mewing in the flushed sky overhead. It awoke Prospero where he
lay in chains on the platform amidships.
From the paralysis of horror in which yesterday Dragut had left
him, he had roused himself to the frenzy of a man battling for his life.
Even the factor of time upon which he had been resting his faint hopes
#as now denied him, since Gianna, no longer guarded for ultimate
consignment to the Sultan's hareeni, was to pass at once into the power
)f a Dragut whom lust and vindictiveness would strip of that thin
reneer of chivalry with which it was his vanity to adorn himself In
"rankish eyes.
For a full hour and more after Dragut's departure Prospero had
lesperately plied his wits to discover an issue from this horror that
produced in him a sense of physical nausea. Now huddled upon the
ivan, with his elbows on his knees and his chin on his fists, now pacing
s restlessly as Dragut had erstwhile paced, he brooded, whipping the
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